The CVC approach to the delivery of veterinary continuing education conventions is so smart, easy, and affordable, it’s unconventional.

Each of CVC’s three locations provides a smart, easy, and affordable alternative for exceptional veterinary continuing education. With sessions led by the most highly regarded speakers in the country, your CVC experience includes:

- Inspiring and highly educational sessions, workshops, and courses that are all about you and the work you do.
- Hands-on labs and unique learning opportunities.
- Access to ALL non-laboratory sessions, no matter your registration category.
- More for your money — breakfast, lunch, snacks, and a proceedings CD or digital download are included with registration.
- Locations that are close to home or desirable vacation destinations.
- An active, solutions-oriented exhibit hall.
- Sessions that encourage you to interact, collaborate, and problem-solve with experts and peers.

With CVC, exceptional veterinary continuing education is within reach. Join us in Virginia Beach, Kansas City, or San Diego — registration is open at www.TheCVC.com!

EMAIL cvc@advanstar.com
FOLLOW (@CVC) CALL 800.255.6864, ext. 6 CLICK TheCVC.com

2016 Smart, Easy, and Affordable Veterinary Continuing Education
The CVC approach to the delivery of veterinary continuing education conventions is so smart, easy, and affordable, it's unconventional. Becker, Felsted, McVey, Opperman, Roark CVC speakers are innovators, risk-takers, and thought leaders who are committed to the future of the profession and your practice. Bruyette, Ciribassi, Dryden, Pachinger Clinical experts who seek — and then share — new approaches to clinical challenges and patient care.

At CVC all sessions are open to all attendees — you’ll choose from more than 500 hours of continuing education sessions led by the veterinary profession’s most respected speakers. Core clinical sessions chosen to support the way you practice veterinary medicine today.

Practice management tracks that engage and enlighten. Advanced technician training courses that educate and motivate. A unique Innovative Sessions series that helps you discover solutions to your most confounding clinical and practice management problems.

dvm360 Full Circle seminars bring a fresh approach to education and put you in the mix with dynamic, engaging speakers who bring their clinical, practice management, and practice team perspectives to critical topics.

Online registration is now open for all 3 CVC locations! Register now for maximum savings, and stayed tuned for details of our 2016 lineup on www.TheCVC.com and in our monthly nowSpeaking e-newsletter!

3 desirable locations to choose from:

- one East Coast, one West Coast, and one Midwest — and flexible registration options to help manage your time away from practice.
- A schedule built to maximize your opportunity to earn CE — more than 500 hours of courses over 4 days!
- Learns in the exhibit hall! CVC exhibitors are ready to share their product knowledge and make recommendations specific to your practice.
- Interact and engage with colleagues and speakers in relaxed evening sessions and at exhibit hall receptions and special events.
- All in an atmosphere that will relax and rejuvenate you.

More for your money — breakfast, lunch, snacks, and a proceedings CD or digital download are included with registration.

Locations that are close to home or desirable vacation destinations.

An active, solutions-oriented exhibit hall.

Sessions that encourage you to interact, collaborate, and problem-solve with experts and peers.

With CVC, exceptional veterinary continuing education is within reach. Join us in Virginia Beach, Kansas City, or San Diego — registration is open at www.TheCVC.com! The CVC met all of my expectations and then some! Excited to come back next year!

CVC conferences provide the best speaker experience. Cost is important when choosing where I get my CE, and CVC was worth every penny!

Just go. You’ll be glad.
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Best show for the money!
From CVC’s Virginia Beach Convention Center location, you’ll find hotels, restaurants, and shopping within close proximity. Enjoy exceptional CE in this oceanside seaside resort that offers a wealth of activities that are either free or easy on the budget. Not far from Virginia Beach’s sparkling convention center, you’ll find hotels, restaurants, shopping, and much more:

- Soak up the sun on 14 miles of gorgeous no-fee beaches.
- Stroll to a lively boardwalk, plenty of restaurants and nightspots, and amusement rides that appeal to kids young and old.
- Explore more than 18,000 acres of state parks, a national wildlife refuge, and the Atlantic Wildfowl Heritage Museum. Tour a 1903 Coast Guard Station and historic homes that date back to 1680. Many of the tours are free.
- Take advantage of celebrated golf courses, sea kayaking, and miles of hiking trails.

Named a TripAdvisor “Top 10 Destinations to Discover,” Virginia Beach is a meeting locale that rivals any on the East Coast. Register now!

Our mid-May timing is ideal for enjoying Virginia Beach at its best and a friendly, visitor-first attitude makes it a perfect complement to CVC’s attendee-centric approach to veterinary continuing education.

Condé Nast Traveler recently crowned Kansas City as one of the country’s Most Underrated Cities for Millennials, praising the region’s affordability, “thriving arts culture,” and “walkable, active neighborhoods.” All this, plus world-famous barbeque, jazz, shopping on the famed Country Club Plaza, and Royals baseball are within a few minutes of CVC’s downtown Kansas City, Missouri location.

- Relax and mingle at the CVC Neighborhood Block Party — our annual celebration of music, food, and fun in Kansas City’s famous Power & Light Entertainment District. Free to attendees and just a few steps or a short convention bus ride away from CVC hotels, it’s a great way to get to know your colleagues and sample Kansas City hospitality.
- Just before CVC Kansas City begins, discover the secrets to effective hospital design and earn additional CE hours at the Veterinary Economics Hospital Design Conference.

Metropolitan Kansas City is home to our dvm360 family of veterinary resources, and is where our CVC Conventions were born. With a thriving creative arts scene, ecotourism of historic, diverse, and indigenous sport, Kansas City is an affordable, easy-to-navigate town that offers something special for everyone. Register now — you’ll find both exceptional veterinary continuing education and hometown hospitality at CVC Kansas City.

With a near-perfect climate, San Diego boasts an average yearly December daytime temperature of 67 degrees. And from CVC’s location in the gorgeous San Diego Convention Center, you’re just steps away from the San Diego Bay and the Gaslamp Quarter dining and entertainment district.

- Enjoy your complimentary lunch within view of the San Diego Bay while you share your morning’s discoveries with colleagues and new friends.
- Make the most of your location — the convention center and CVC hotels are within easy walking distance of waterfront parks, museums, restaurants and bars, and famous attractions.

It’s December – in San Diego! This outstanding location is an ideal complement to CVC’s exceptional veterinary continuing education. Register now!

Quotes are verbatim comments from 2015 CVC convention speakers and attendees.